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Philips SpeechExec Enterprise digital dictation workflow
system a “force multiplier” for Ohio law firm
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The partners at Faruki Ireland
& Cox were dealing with a
welcome problem. They were
delighted that their client base
of Fortune 500 companies
was expanding rapidly.
Consequently, however, they
realized that the firm needed
to improve workflow efficiency
and optimize attorneys’
productivity.
The firm always had taken
advantage of the latest
technology for most internal
processes, yet lagged behind in
one notable area: The 40
attorneys at Faruki Ireland &
Cox continued to use outdated
tape recorders for dictation. As
growth demanded that
attorneys increase their case
load and travel more frequently
– and that administrative
support turn transcription
around more quickly –
leadership recognized it was
time to upgrade to Philips
SpeechExec Enterprise digital
dictation workflow system.

The Dayton, Ohio-based firm, specializing
in commercial litigation, had used the same
antiquated tape-based dictation units since
the founding partners opened the doors
in 1989. “We really didn’t think about new
options for dictation,” says John K. Kendall,
Executive Director. “The equipment was
reliable and everyone knew how to use
it.” Plus, he adds, the firm concentrated
on building infrastructure in other areas.
“When it came to the overall ‘technology
pie,’ dictation seemed like a small slice. There
were other areas that demanded automation
sooner.”

Centralized deployment a plus

This “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it” attitude
was effective until the system started to,
well, break down. Kendall says Faruki Ireland
& Cox encountered a significant pain point
in 2007 when the analog equipment began
to fail, and staff found replacement parts
expensive and hard to come by.

“We immediately recognized the great benefits
available with Philips SpeechExec Enterprise,”
says Kendall, who consulted with the firm’s
managing partner and IT director throughout
the process. SpeechExec Enterprise features
an intuitive Windows-based user interface,
with centralized configuration tools to simplify
administration (so user parameters can be
modified unilaterally, for instance). The system
also offers active directory functionality, and is
forward-compatible with Citrix and Windows
Terminal Services (WTS) environments.

In addition, the firm recognized that the old
system hampered productivity for younger
associates. “The attorneys we hired right
out of law school were tech-savvy,” Kendall
explains. “They could not be convinced to
use a dictation system based on 40-year-old
technology. They were certain they could
type their own work faster than they could
dictate it, arrange for tape delivery and have
the files transcribed.”

To solve these problems Faruki Ireland & Cox
turned to its trusted technology vendor, BEC
Legal Systems, which recommended that it
consider Philips Speech Processing. While
assessing its options, leadership was introduced
to Philips’ SpeechExec Enterprise, a systemwide model that enables voice files to be
automatically transferred through the firm's
network, sent by e-mail or uploaded onto an
FTP server. In addition, the technology allows
access to the Web to transfer dictation voice files
and attached documents.

“Our top priority was ease of use both for those
who dictate and those who transcribe,” notes
Brenda Hinkle, IT Systems Manager at Faruki
Ireland & Cox. “The IT department has been
able to take advantage of the ability to configure

secretaries when transcription files arrive,
and facilitates efficient work routing in cases
of critical need or overflow.
“This is essential in our environment, where
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Philips technology is a ‘force multiplier’

the firm’s file server. Dictation can then
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Characterizing the Philips technology as an
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customers in the United States to adopt the

“absolute force multiplier,” Amos adds that

secretary for transcription.
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he appreciates the ability to insert additional

The “new job notification” feature alerts
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from any location and upload it directly to

of a file without recording over previous
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dictation. “I don’t have to tack comments on
the end of the dictation or tape any longer. I

To begin the implementation process, Faruki
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not long ago when Amos needed to draft

digital recorders and rolled them
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functionality that allows attorneys to customize
dictation headers and display time entries for

The Philips SpeechExec Enterprise system

billing purposes.

offers several options to identify and prioritize
dictation. Files can be labeled by work type

Later in 2008, the firm will begin to use the

(memo, letter or brief, for example) or by

system’s full capabilities. For instance, Philips

time entry (indicating how long the file is).

SpeechExec Enterprise includes a statistics

Attorneys can also mark a file as priority to

module that allows users to track a wide

alert secretaries that a particular dictation file

variety of statistical data. This allows firms to

should be transcribed first. “We no longer have

assess a variety of functions – from monitoring

to place yellow sticky notes on the tape to let

billable hours by client…to calculating system

the secretary know what the dictation is, how

ROI based on dictation/transcription activity…

long it lasts and how urgent it is,” Amos says.
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Encryption will also become essential for

Just as the dictation process has been

privacy and security when voice files (such as

simplified, the transcription process is similarly

meeting recordings and voice messages) are

transformed. Secretaries can plan their day’s

sent over the Internet.

work based on the priority and length of
jobs in their transcription “in box.” They can

“When we purchased the Philips digital

quickly identify and access individual dictation

technology, we anticipated that it would help

files, without having to fast-forward or rewind

us streamline our dictation and transcription

through tapes to locate a specific file. And,

activities, and turn around work more quickly,”

because all files are on the server, they can

says Faruki. “We have been delighted to

re-route excess work to colleagues or floating

discover that Philips also provides advanced

secretaries. “The support staff tells me the

tools to increase efficiency and productivity

sound quality is much superior with the

throughout the firm, and to conduct extensive

Philips digital technology. That makes their job

analysis of our business processes.”

significantly easier,” Kendall notes.
Phase two includes statistical model, encryption

“The Philips SpeechExec Enterprise system
offers such a wide variety of features,” Kendall

The technology plan at Faruki Ireland & Cox

adds. “In our business, it is important that we

called for the Philips SpeechExec Enterprise

stay on top because our clients stay on top.

dictation management system to be

Philips helps us do that. I honestly don’t know

implemented in two phases. The first rolled out

how we survived so long without it.”
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www.philips.com/dictation
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Philips Speech Processing
Vickie Hanson
Marketing Services Manager
Phone: (888) 260-6261

